We carried out photometric observations for HBC 722 in SDSS r, i and z bands from 2011 April to 2013 May with a Camera for Quasars in Early uNiverse attached to the 2.1m Otto Struve telescope at McDonald Observatory. The post-outburst phenomena were classified into five phases according to not only brightness but also color variations, which might be caused by physical changes in the emitting regions of optical and near-infrared bands. A series of spectral energy distribution (SED) is presented to support color variations and track the time evolution of SED in optical/near-infrared bands after the outburst. Given two years of data, possible periodicities of r, i and z bands were checked. We found out three families of signals around ∼6, ∼10 and ∼1 days in three bands, which is broadly consistent with Green et al. (2013) . We also examined short term variability (intra-day and day scales) to search for evidences of flickering by using the micro-variability method. We found clear signs of day scale variability and weak indications of intra-day scale fluctuations, which implies that the flickering event occurs in HBC 722 after outburst.
Introduction
FU Orionis type objects (FUors) are a group of pre-main sequence objects showing a long-lived outburst in optical bands (Hartmann & Kenyon 1996) . A prototype of this group, FU Orionis, flared up by 6 magnitude in B band for a few months in 1936. Since then, FU Orionis has stayed bright for ∼80 years and dimmed only 0.015 magnitude per year (Kenyon et al. 2000) .
A dozen FUors have been discovered with analogous photometric features. They are located in an active star forming region and show a rapid increase of optical brightness (3-5 mag) within a few months. A ring-shaped asymmetric reflection nebula appears after outburst (Goodrich 1987) . They are expected to have decaying time of 10-100 years (Bell & Lin 1994) although there are small differences in each source (Hartmann & Kenyon 1996) . Another dozen of FUor-like objects have been found via spectral diagnosis.
They have a F-G supergiant spectum in optical while a K-M giant-supergiant spectrum in near-infrared wavelength region. In addition they show double-peaked line profiles and P Cygni profiles in Hα, and infrared excess in spectral energy distribution (SED) (Weintraub et al. 1991; Lee et al. 2011) .
FU Orionis type outburst phenomena have been interpreted as a sudden increase in the accretion rate by a factor of 100-1000 in comparison to that in the quiescent state.
Throughout a whole outburst event, ∼0.01 M ⊙ of disk material is supplied to the central star (Bell & Lin 1994; Hartmann & Kenyon 1996) . In this picture, material reaching to the innermost part of the circumstellar disk is dumped into the central star. This process in FUors might give rise to detectable sign of accretion and material dumping at inner edge of the disk, often dealt with "flickering". It can also cause inhomogeneities such as cool or hot spots on stellar surface or disk instability, which are believed to be the reason of periodic or sporadic variabilities in hour -day timescales.
HBC 722 (also known as LkHα 188 G4, PTF 10qpf and V2493 Cyg) is located in the dark cloud region, named "Gulf of Mexico", in the southern part of the North America/Pelican Nebula Complex at a distance of 520 pc (Laugalys et al. 2006) . HBC 722 is the second FUor with well-characterized pre-outburst optical spectrum. Before the outburst, the source had characteristics of classical T Tauri star with a mass of ∼ 0.5 M ⊙ , bolometric luminosity of 0.85 L ⊙ , visual extinction of 3.4 magnitude, and a small amount of variability generally seen in Class II young stellar object (YSO) (Semkov et al. 2010; Miller et al. 2011; Kóspál et al. 2011) . Its prominent Hα features with equivalent width of 100 nm imply that the accretion activity was high even in the quiescent state (Cohen & Kuhi 1979) .
In 2010 July, HBC 722 produced a large amplitude optical outburst over a few months (∆V = 4.7 mag), and was classified as FUors (Semkov et al. 2010; Miller et al. 2011) .
After the peak of 2010 September, it got darkened by about 1.5 magnitude in V for 6 months unlike FUors. Kóspál et al. (2011) suggested that, with this rate of decline, HBC 722 could return to the quiescent state in a year. They claimed that it was necessary to reconsider the classification of the source as FUors, or as another category of flaring YSO with a shorter outburst duration period, like EXors. They also calculated some properties of HBC 722 after the outburst. They derived the accretion rate of 10 −6 M ⊙ yr −1
and a bolometric luminosity of 8-12 L ⊙ assuming the mass of 0.5 M ⊙ and radius of 3 R ⊙ . During the outburst, the luminosity rose roughly by a factor of 10 compared to the quiescence luminosity (0.85 L ⊙ ), which is somewhat smaller than classical FUors whose luminosity rises by a factor of 10-100, although the source often show typical spectra of FUors (Audard et al. 2014 ).
Since then, however, HBC 722 remained in a relatively constant status with small fluctuations, maintaining the level brighter than that in the quiescent state by 3.3 -5 -magnitude (V) for a few months and then started to re-brighten (Semkov et al. 2012a; Green et al. 2013 ). According to recent study, the source has gradually regained its brightness about 1.5 magnitude in V band over two years. Thus, HBC 722 can be classified as FUors (Audard et al. 2014) . Meanwhile, the color also has slightly changed during the re-brightening state. It became bluer by 0.2 magnitude in R-I color compared to the constant status (Semkov et al. 2014) .
In this paper, we present the results of high cadence photometric observations from 2011 April to 2013 May. This observation includes the re-brightening state in optical/near-infrared wavelengths to track the re-increase of the accretion rate of HBC 722.
We trace variabilities of HBC 722 in multiple timescales (year, day and intra-day) and try to find evidence of flickering. In section 2, the details of observation strategies and data reduction techniques are described. We analyze behaviors of HBC 722 by using light curves, color curves, color-magnitude diagram and color-color diagram in section 3. In section 4, we discuss the time evolution of SEDs after outburst and diagnosis of flickering with day variability and intra-day variability (IDV) check. Finally, we summarize our conclusions in section 5. In this study, we use the AB magnitude system. Also, we deal with 'long term' as year-or longer timescales and 'short term' as day or intra-day timescales.
Observations and Data reduction
We carried out photometric observations of HBC 722 using Camera for QUasars in EArly uNiverse (CQUEAN) attached to the 2.1 m Otto Struve telescope at the McDonald Observatory (Kim et al. 2011; Park et al. 2012) . Using a 1024×1024 pixel deep-depletion CCD chip, CQUEAN has a 4. ′ 7×4. ′ 7 field of view with a custom-made focal reducer (Lim et al. 2013) . We obtained minute scale cadence images in r, i and z bands in SDSS filter system (Fukugita et al. 1996) for 60 nights from 2011 April to 2013 May. To see the short scale behavior of HBC 722, we performed continuous time series monitoring observations for 2-8 hours in 18 nights. The observation field is shown in Green et al. (2013) . The log of observations are listed in Table 1 .
The images were reduced with the IRAF 1 /CCDRED packages. Since most of the images were exposed for less than 30 seconds, dark subtraction was unnecessary except for the 2011 December r band images. Aperture photometry was conducted by using Source
Extractor (Bertin & Arnouts 1996) . We set the aperture size with 3 times of FWHM Since HBC 722 is located in an active star forming region, most of the surrounding objects in our HBC 722 field are likely to be YSOs, which could show small amplitude variabilities (Semkov et al. 2010; Green et al. 2013) . Thus for the differential photometry, we had to carefully select comparison stars in the field. We carried out variability checks on the background objects by repetitive differential photometry paring two candidates.
Finally C7 and C4 (see Table 2 for details) were chosen as a comparison star and check star among 12 selections. Semkov et al. (2010) showed a comparison sequence for HBC 722 field, which consists of fifteen objects in BV RI bands with care for low amplitude variability. In their work, C4 and C7 were used as photometric standards and labeled as A and C, respectively, according to their convention. We present spectral energy distributions of two objects in Figure 1 . We took u and g bands data from Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) database and r, i and z bands data from this work. We also took magnitudes from Two Micron All Sky Survey (2MASS) point source catalog (Skrutskie et al. 2006) for J, H and Ks bands, and Wide-field Infrared Survey Explorer (WISE) source catalog for 3.4, 4.6 µm data (Wright et al. 2010) . We converted magnitudes of 2MASS and WISE from Vega to AB magnitude system. In optical/near-infrared, both the comparison and the check star do not show any special features but have blackbody-like spectrum. We could fit
SEDs assuming a single temperature blackbody and obtained approximate temperature of 3400-3500 K (spectral type M2-M3) and 3500-3600 K (spectral type M3-M4) for C4 and C7, respectively.
Flux calibration was conducted using SDSS standard stars from Smith et al. (2002) , taken in a photometric night during the 2012 June observing run. We considered only the zero point and airmass terms of the standard calibration formula, since secondary and higher order terms were small enough to be ignored in the flux calibration.
Results

Monitoring brightness and color variabilities
We observed HBC 722 from 2011 April to 2013 May, during constant and re-brightening states of the object. The upper part of Figure 2 shows light curves for our observations in r, i and z bands and Johnson-Cousins R and I band literature data for comparison (Semkov et al. 2012a (Semkov et al. ,b, 2014 . We converted the magnitudes of R and I bands from Vega to AB magnitude system using Blanton & Roweis (2007) . Our observation and archival data are fairly consistent in terms of monotonic behaviors of brightness, though there are small offsets of magnitude due to differences in filter system. From 2011 April to 2013
May, HBC 722 brightened 1.8 mag in r band and 1.6 magnitude in i and z bands including smaller scale variations. For comparison, R and I bands from Semkov et al. (2012a Semkov et al. ( , 2014 got brighter by 1.73 and 1.55 magnitude in the same period. The bottom part of Figure 2 presents long term color curves. At the same time, color got bluer about 0.18 mag in r-i and 0.1 mag in i-z. R-I color also got bluer by 0.18 mag, and from the reddest point, it differed by 0.25 mag.
We divide outburst stages of HBC 722 until 2013 May into five phases according to its brightness and color changes (see Table 3 and Figure 2 ). We found hints of short term phenomena distinguished from the long term behaviors. Note that this period belongs to Phase 3 in the long term, which HBC 722 stayed relatively constant in brightness and became redder in color (see Figure 2 ). In contrast, day scale fluctuations are seen with the other short scale decreasing tendency of 0.1 mag amplitude.
Besides, color hardly changed at the same time. Figure 4 is another sample data collected in 2012 September. Figure 4 is produced in the same manner with Figure 3 . This period is on Phase 5 with respect to the long term, whose luminosity got brighter and color showed slight changes. Likewise to the previous case, there are small fluctuations in light curves in the short term. In summary, distinguished behaviors on different timescales imply that there could be shorter timescale mechanisms in HBC 722 system.
Color-magnitude diagram
Based on our r, i and z bands photometry in Phase 3, 4, and 5, we present i vs. r-i
and i-z color-magnitude diagram in Figure 5 . In the figure, the upper and lower sequences depict i-z and r-i colors, respectively. Each point is obtained by averaging whole data taken in a night. During overall observed period, both r-i and i-z colors have become bluer as brightness has increased. The r-i tendency is slightly steeper than i-z's. This is an expected behavior due to the temperature change of the source. When accretion-related variability occurs, the amount of energy from the source and emission distribution with wavelengths change. This phenomenon results in the variation of SED shape. At that time, the wavelength range shorter than emission peak would lie on the blue edge or "Wien side" of SED, and thus this part is very sensitive to the temperature change (e.g., Hartmann 2008 ).
In the case of HBC 722, the characteristic wavelengths are located at optical/near-infrared.
Thus over the long term, the bluer tendency at optical/near-infrared colors as brightness increases is reasonable. We also analyze the data in each phase. Color remained constant in Phase 3 and got bluer when it entered to Phase 4. In Phase 5, i-z color remains almost constant again but r-i color gets still bluer. Additionally, there are local fluctuations of a few days in the phases. In the long term, the grouped phases well follow the bluer trend, but in the short term, the order of a few days variation are fluctuating within the grouped phases, which is not in regular sequence along with the long term trend. phase. The authors proposed two scenarios, assuming the 5.8 and 1.28 day periods were attributed to stellar rotation period and disk instability and vice versa. Additionally, they suggest flickering rather than a fixed asymmetry at the inner disk edge, as an alternative source of the periodicities, even though the families of periodicity continue in a full year timescale. In this Section we look for evidence of short term periodic variability in the r, i, and z bands and check the trend with Green et al. (2013) .
Color-color diagram
We first search for periodicities by computing a generalized Lomb-Scargle periodogram (Zechmeister & Kürster 2009 ) for the photometry obtained in each band. The normalized power at each frequency ω is given by
where χ 2 (ω) is computed for the best-fitting sinusoidal signal at that period, χ 2 0 is the weighted mean of the observations, and N H is the number of degrees of freedom. p = 0 indicates no improvement over the null hypothesis (no coherent signal), while p = 1 is a perfect fit of the data. In order to account for the long-term trend in the brightness of HBC 722 and any drifts in the photometric baseline, we separated each observing run into an independent dataset with an adjustable offset. Given that the floating offsets can affect the strength of the signal at each periodicity, we compute the power at each periodicity by self-consistently including the offsets in the minimization of the parameters.
We show the computed periodogram in Figure 7 . We only scan for periodicities between 0.1 and 16 days; this range takes into account the periodicities that are effectively sampled by the data. The bottom panel of Figure 7 shows the periodogram of the window function, which indicates the presence of spurious periodicities related to the observational cadence, displaying the usual sharp peak at 1 day (with an alias at 0.5 days).
The periodograms in Figure 7 , similarly to the data in Green et al. (2013) , show an abundance of strong peaks (with very low false alarm probabilities) at a number of periods.
The fact that HBC 722 is an active star makes the interpretation of the data in the time domain a difficult task, since it is expected to exhibit high-frequency noise and flickering to a degree. In order to attempt to tentatively identify periodicities over two years, as opposed to the underlying noise, we also characterize signals according to the goodness of the model, as computed by a cross-validation algorithm. Cross-validation algorithms can help identify overfitting or underfitting by resampling the data. We use here the "leave-one-out" implementation that we divide the full dataset of N observations into a training set of N − 1 observations and a testing set of a single observation, rotated among all observations for each band; each training set is used to derive a new fit. The goodness of the fit at each testing data point is then used to compute the combined likelihood (log L). The combined likelihood is defined as
where y i is the i-th observation comprising the testing set, f i (θ i ) is the corresponding prediction from the model with the set of parameters θ i derived by fitting the training set, and σ i is the corresponding uncertainty. A fit that has lower log L compared to an alternative fit has a higher predictive power.
To facilitate comparison with the results of Green et al. (2013) , we derive a set of potential two-signal solutions using a grid search, which starts with the periodogram computed for the single frequency search (Figure 7 ), then computes a periodogram for the residuals and adds candidate second signals to the fit. Table 4 shows the best-fitting solutions for each band. Since each band probes potentially different physical phenomena, we did not combine the fits and instead computed each solution separately for each band. For each solution, we list the period(s), normalized χ 2 and likelihood computed by the cross-validation algorithm (log L). Firstly, we note that according to the log L metric, two-signal solutions are strict, marked improvements over one-signal solutions and no-signal solutions; this suggests that the models should not be overfitting the data, or be driven by small features in the photometry. Secondly, we note that there are three families of signals -around ∼6, ∼10 and ∼1 days. This is broadly consistent with Green et al. (2013) , which uncovered similar families of periodicities.
Unfortunately, given the noisiness of the data in the frequency domain and the potential for aliasing, it is hard in practice to disentangle the different periodicities exhibited by the data. Figure 8 shows the signal harmonics and the phased data for each band. We note there is substantial scatter both within and among the different observation runs, even after the two signals with the largest amplitude are removed. The residual scatter is likely due to high-frequency noise, in accordance to the nature of HBC 722.
Spectral energy distribution (SED)
To look at the deviations of spectral emissions in the post-outburst phase, we plot the multiple SEDs for several different brightness states in Figure 9 . We take Semkov et al. To begin with, there is a main difference between the SED of re-brightening period and that of the first peak. The shape of SED for re-brightening period shows redder feature than that of first peak, even at Phase 5, when the brightness got over the first peak. Therefore comparing to the original flaring, HBC 722 showed more increase in brightness but less bluer in color at re-brightening state.
From Phase 3 to Phase 5, the shape of SED also changed slightly. The gradient becomes less steeper as HBC 722 re-brightened up, which suggests the emission from shorter wavelength becomes higher. Thus in the long term, the source got bluer. It is coherent to our color analysis in previous section again. Johnstone et al. (2013) proved the time evolution of SED in outburst with their established model. When the accretion rate increases, the peak of SED moves toward a shorter wavelength which fits for a higher temperature blackbody. Also, they predicted that the first indication of heating is luminosity rise of the source at near or shorter wavelength region than the peak of SED.
Our time evolution of SED in the re-brightening state shows a good agreement with their prediction.
Assuming that the emissions entirely came from disk accretion, we calculate relative M ⊙ yr −1 .
Flickering
Although only small number of outbursting YSOs have been detected, these uniquely enhanced systems provide how accretion process occurs from innermost part of circumstellar disk to central star, which play an important role for understanding the evolution of YSOs.
In In order to check short term behaviors of intra-day and day time scales, we quantify the potential variabilities of HBC 722 in r, i and z bands. We expect to see footprints of flickering by using a micro-variability method developed by Jang & Miller (1997) .
C 1 is calculated by standard deviation of differential photometry for an object (Object) and a comparison star (Comp1), divided by that of the comparison star (Comp1) and a check star (Comp2). C 2 is also calculated in the same manner. Finally we derived the parameter C by taking the average of C 1 and C 2 (e.g., Romero et al. 1999; Gupta et al. 2008 The results of day scale variability of HBC 722 are found in Table 5 According to the historical efforts to find clues of flickering in the outburst stage of cataclysmic YSOs, many studies focused on finding day scale periodic and aperiodic variations. However, using the properties of low mass YSOs and their Keplerian disks, we can explore IDV, which could be originated from between the innermost part of the disk and the central star. Opportunely, our observing time at the re-brightening state of HBC 722 is related to the re-stimulated disk accretion activity. Because of our short cadence monitoring observation strategy, we can also look at the behaviors of HBC 722 in intra day scale. We quantify the IDV in the same manner with the day scale variability. The results of derived C values are tabulated in Table 6 .
In analysis of micro-variability of each night, we find that C r and C i on There are several previous studies of short term variability of FUors. Herbig (2003) observed FU Orionis and revealed ∼14 days of spectroscopic periodicity in P Cygni profiles, especially in Hα, lasting more than 1.5 years. The author also discovered another 3.54 days of periodic variation arising from inner structure of photosphere. Powell et al. (2011) conducted rapid cadence time series photometry for V1647 Orionis in the outburst stage, which belongs to another eruptive YSO, EXors. As a result, 0.13 day (51 mmag amplitude) periodic variability was found. They believed that the periodic variability would be related to flickering by detecting 'flickering noise' signs in the power spectrum of the light curves.
Since HBC 722 still remains enhanced, further investigation with sufficient data will more clearly reveal IDV and properties of intra-day scale flickering.
In Figure 11 , we attempt to find a relation between the long term brightness change and the short term variability. Two of the C values around 2011 August and 2012 September are particularly large, and they lie at the boundary between the phase lines (noted in Table   3 ). These larger points near the boundary of phases might be caused by a transition to the next phases, as one of possible interpretation. It can be proved if additional short term variabilities are detected when the long term brightness tendency changes. Finally, we find a tentative relation that C values get lower from r to z, implying smaller amplitude of variation in longer wavelength. A few explanations might be possible: first, this tendency can be simply due to the brightness effect. Under assumption of no intrinsic variabilities for two objects, brighter star shows smaller brightness deviation than dimmer one. In our case, HBC 722 clearly shows intrinsic variability but this brightness effect would be added. In other words, in r, i and z bands HBC 722 is brighter than comparison stars but the brightness difference in z band is greater than that in r band. Since C values that we used is obtained by relative amount of brightness deviation from that of comparisons, the values could be affected by brightness difference in each band. Therefore the C values could decrease with increasing wavelengths. Second, intrinsic characteristics of HBC 722 could appear. Sung et al. (2013) reported that HBC 722 showed strong correlation between flux variation and fading period after outburst. They estimated the flux variations from maximum brightness in 2010 to minimum in 2011 and compared them with fading periods.
As a result, both flux variation and fading timescale are larger at shorter wavelengths. The flux variation tends to decrease linearly as wavelength increases in the optical/near-infrared range. Therefore we could expect that there is an inverse proportion relation between wavelengths (r, i and z bands) and amplitudes.
Conclusion
We We conducted periodicity check for HBC 722. As shown in Figure 7 , HBC 722 exhibit high-frequency noise and flickering, as expected because it is in enhanced state. Thus we statistically show best-fitting solutions for each band, which were broadly converged in three families of signals around ∼6, ∼10 and ∼1 days. These results are well-matched with the discovered periods of Green et al. (2013) .
We also investigate short term variability separated from long term variations to find indications of flickering. Intra-day and day scale variabilities are quantified by using micro-variability method, which takes relative amount of variability of HBC 722 to that of comparison star. We find clear evidences of day scale variabilities and weaker signs of IDV in r, i and z bands. Comparing these short term variabilities with long term brightness variations from Phase 3 to Phase 5, derived C values of variability tend to display larger number on nearly boundary of phases. We suggest that there could be transitions of physical processes at the innermost part of disk which attribute to the change of brightness and color behaviors. Note. -r band data from 2011 April to 2012 July is mentioned in Green et al. (2013) . Semkov et al. (2012a Semkov et al. ( , 2014 of I and R bands are also plotted in small black dots. Bottom: Color variations. The upper (pink) and middle (cyan) dotted curves represent i-z and r-i color indices respectively. We also plot the R-I color from Semkov et al. (2012a Semkov et al. ( , 2014 as references (small black dots).
The small offsets between our data and references are from the different filter system. (Table 4) . Semkov et al. (2012b Semkov et al. ( , 2014 . r, i and z bands are taken from this work. J, H and K S data are taken from Kóspál et al. (2011) , Antoniucci et al. (2013) and Sung et al. (2013) . All data except r, i and z are converted from Vega to AB magnitudes system using Blanton & Roweis (2007) . Note.
-C values for the confidence level follow the same rule in Table 5 .
-42 - middle (green) and lower (blue) curves depict z, i and r bands and I and R bands references are also described (black). From the second to the fourth plots show C values distribution for z, i and r bands, respectively. Large squares and small circles indicate day scale from Table 5 and intra-day scale from Table 6 , respectively.
